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ABSTRACT 
 

 Being a religion, Islam inspires human beings through their sophisticated nature. 

Islam is a complete code of life and it guides us for each and everything in our life that 

relates to the universe. Allah provides guidance to mankind toward the right path through 

His chosen people. He has bestowed His Divine Favor for us by choosing Islam the 

Perfect Religion among revealed religions. Islam is the religion of peace that protects all 

human beings and discards extremism, terrorism, and violence in society and the state.  
 

 Islamic doctrine teaches us tolerance, humanity, and humbleness to maintain peace 

and harmony in societal life and state. The study focuses on the precise doctrine of 

Islamic teachings to eliminate sectarianism and extremism from society and state in the 

contemporary era including religious conflicts among multi-cultural societies around the 

globe. This research also explores the causes of the inaccurate use of Islamic doctrine. 

The study provides a tangible solution to the challenges of the conflicts around the globe 

as well as in the Middle East regarding extremism and sectarianism in the 21st century.  
 

 The Muslim Ummah needs to highlight the Islamic doctrine to state and society from 

extremism and sectarianism in this contemporary era. The supposed Islamic 

developments which are associated with total, psychological warfare and viciousness in 

the name of Islam ought to be prohibited to secure state and society. The state should 

actualize writ of the state in all territory of conflicted countries and ignitable standards 

ought to be checked. Also, the arrangements of the state ought to be for general welfare 

with the goal that grievances against state and peaceful society won't bring about frenzy. 

The descriptive, critical and analytical approaches will be applied to achieve the 

objectives of the study. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Sharia, an Islamic law means a code of conduct that Allah has stated in the Qur’an. 

The Holy Quran clearly states about Sharia;  

“Thus we have made you a just nation, that you be witnesses over mankind, and the 

Messenger be a witness over you.” 
 

The Qur’an also states;  

“O you believe, obey God and obey the messenger and those in charge among you” 
 

 Sharia Law is the religious, moral and legal code that conditions the behavior of 

Muslims. Although the degree of implementation and interpretation vary between 

different cultures, Muslims believe Sharia as the infallible law of Allah. It consists of a 

system of duties that are incumbent upon Muslims by virtue of his or her religious 

beliefs. Sources informing Sharia are the Qur’an and the Hadiths. The Hadiths describe 

the detail of the Prophet Mohammed’s life and provide the basis on which Islamic jurists 

derive rulings on what is allowed (halal) and prohibited (Haram). Muslims have been 

casualties of fear-based on oppression and fanaticism. These circumstances have been 

abused and controlled by hostile to Islamic components for their own particular purposes. 

They have connected habitual pettiness towards Islam. They are attempting to charge 

Muslims and Islam for rendering their thought of a conflict of human progress. This is, in 

fact, terrible and appalling. So far these allegations reflect sheer obliviousness of Islamic 

lessons. Likewise, it is commensurate with the nullification of Islamic precepts. Islam, 

then again, is the pioneer champion of humanism and altruism. To consider what is fear-

based oppression, then essentially psychological warfare is to cause pressure and 

nervousness in individuals. It is seizing, unpredictable terminating on non-military 

personnel, and exploding rail framework. It is to make aggravation and turmoil and to 

disregard social standards. It is ascertained utilization of unlawful savagery or danger 

through history, psychological oppression has been polished in one or other forms. In 

Greek students of history Xenophanes composed of mental fighting against the foe 

populace. Roman heads, for example, Tiberius and Caligula (14-41 AD) utilized 

expulsion, confiscation of property and execution as intended to demoralize restriction of 

their run the show. The Spanish Inquisition (Catholic Tribunal) utilized self-assertive, 

confiscation of property and execution as intending to demoralize restriction of their run 

the show. The Spanish Inquisition (Catholic Tribunal) utilized self-assertive capture, 

torments and execution to dishearten restriction to their rule and to rebuff what it saw on 

religious sin. Confiscation of property and execution as intend to demoralize restriction 

of their run the show. The Spanish Inquisition (Catholic Tribunal) utilized self-assertive 

capture, torments and execution to dishearten restriction to their control and to rebuff 

what it saw on religious sin. In that period rulers, Prime Ministers Presidents and 

legislative authorities were killed by revolutionaries. In Twentieth-century atomic 

innovation come to the front line and despot of that time as Stalin, Hitler was 

fundamental on-screen characters behind psychological militant exercises. In twenty-

first-century frontier clashes, reallocation of properties and conflict of developments 

progress toward becoming a trademark. The reasons for psychological warfare have been 

extraordinary and have come about because of infringement of human rights, permeable 

outskirts, and government's unyielding state of mind, an endless loop of destitution, 

joblessness and obliviousness. A fear monger is one who threatens individuals, seize their 
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property and block their flexibility. Peace and tolerance are the spirit and soul of Islam 

and there is accentuation in the Holy Quran to embrace peace. 

 

2. ISLAM IS THE RELIGION OF TOLERANCE 
 

 Islam is the religion of generosity and benevolence, the religion of tolerance and 

straightforwardness. Confidence is from the first of the 5 columns whereupon Islam is 

based, they moreover involve more than seventy branches (i.e. parts) and one of these 

parts is, “Tolerance” (Hamidullah, 1973). The Quran discusses the fundamental poise of 

each and every individual. The Prophet (PBUM) discussed the consistency of each and 

every person, paying little respect to their race, shading, tongue or customary foundation 

(Ibn e Maja, 2005). 
 

 Tolerance implies “to shoulder.” As an idea, it distinguishes regard, acknowledgment, 

and energy about the plenteous decent variety of societies, assortments of articulation and 

methods for being human. In Arabic, it is known as a| tasamuh (Ibn e Manzoor, 2009). 
 

 The Word-like hilm (avoidance) or 'afw (pardoning) or safa (ignoring) additionally 

pass on the significance of resilience (Afsaruddin, 2002). In Persian and Urdu, we utilize 

the word rawadari which is gotten from rawa that means worthy or tolerable and the word 

dashtan signifying “to hold”. Along these lines, it intends something endurable. Bigotry 

has turned into the way of life of the day. It truly is driving to| passing, slaughter, 

physical viciousness, religious abuse and also encounters at various levels. Sometimes it 

is ethnic and racial, some of the time it is ideological and religious, and once in a while, it 

is political and social. Whatever might be the reason, narrow-mindedness is obnoxious in 

every circumstance. How might we tackle |the test of narrow-mindedness and how might 

we acquire resistance from present reality.  
 

 Tolerance is a fundamental guideline |rule of Islam (Hashmi, 2002). It is a moral and 

religious obligation. It doesn't show concession. It doesn't mean insufficiency of rules or 

absence of essentialness about one's standards. That is once in a while pushed that people 

are tolerant of things that they don't stress over qualities. Be that as it may, this isn't the 

situation in Islam. Tolerance, as indicated by Islam, does not imply that we don't |assume 

that Islam is the last version of perfect convictions and is better than different religions 

and belief systems accordingly. It doesn't imply that we don't present the meaning of such 

an estimation of Islam to all Mankind.  
 

Qur’an describes:  

“For you is your religion, and for me is my religion.” (Quran 109: 6) 
 

 We cannot compel others to acknowledge our perspective or confidence. In Qur’an 

Allah stated:  

 “There isn't an impulse in religion......” (Quran 2: 256) 
 

 In the Quran, it is clearly clarified that no impulse is upon some other confidence 

bearing individual:  

“There will be no impulse in the religion. The correct course has turned out to be 

obvious from the off base. So whoever questions in Taught and puts stock in Allah has 

gotten a handle on the most dependable handhold with no break in it. Also, Allah is 

seeing and hearing and knowing (Quran 2: 257). 
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 Islam may endure anything besides it shows zero resistance for foul play, oppression, 

and infringement of the privileges of other people. Allah says in the Holy Quran:  

“And for what reason would it be a good idea for you to not battle in the reason for Allah 

and of the individuals who, being frail, are abused? Men, ladies, and youngsters, whose 

cry is:  

'Our Lord! Save us from this town whose individuals are oppressors, and raise for us 

from your side one who will ensure, and raise for us from your side one who will 

help.” 
 

 From the life of our dearest Prophet (PBUM), we can learn numerous exercises of 

resilience as He (PBUM) did with all humanity whether its adherent or non-devotee. The 

entire identity of Prophet Muhammad (PBUM) shows the ramifications of resistance 

towards different minorities. Once the general population asked Prophet Muhammad 

(PBUH) that why Allah did not charge hardships and strongly straighten the false gods to 

demonstrate one genuine religion. Upon this Allah Almighty sent the accompanying 

verse of the Quran: “And the individuals who connect others with Allah say, 

(Hamidullah, 1973). 

“If Allah had willed, we would not have loved something besides Him, neither we nor 

our dads nor would we have prohibited anything through other than Him.” Thus did 

those do previously them? So is immediately the detachment with the exception of [the 

obligation of] clear warning?” (Quran, 16:35) 
 

Once when the Prophet (PBUM) was asked,  

 “What is Eemaan (conviction/confidence)?”  
 

He (PBUM) answered:  

 “Eemaan (confidence) is persistence and resistance.” 
 

 Tolerance and persistence are normal for genuine confidence in Allah, great conduct, 

and upright character. Jabir ibn Abdullah detailed: The Messenger of Allah, Prophet 

Muhammad (PBUM), stated: “May Allah show kindness toward a man who is tolerant 

when offering, purchasing, and looking for reimbursement.” (Bukhari, 2007).  So we can 

state tolerance is a critical idea in Islam and particularly in business. 

 

3. THE IDEOLOGY OF PEACE AND HARMONY IN ISLAM 
 

 Islam literally means “Peace”. The principal verse of the Quran reveals the same fact: 

For the sake of God, the most merciful, the most beneficent (Quran, 5:16). This verse 

appears in the Quran 113 times. It makes it very clear that Islam attaches much 

importance to peace, serenity, and sympathy. This thing is also obvious from the name of 

Allah-”As-salam”. “As-salam” means “The One Who creates peace”. Allah sent the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) as His messenger who came to show mercifulness and 

tolerance. Allah Almighty in the Quran has emphasized the establishment of peace and 

serenity in society (Quran, 2:205). According to the teachings of Islam, the perfect 

exemplary society is “Dar -e- Salam”-the place of peace (Quran, 21:107). 
 

 Islam greatly stresses otherworldly successes like scholarly improvements, social 

relations, character building, and missionary works etc. All these activities can be 

flourished in a society where peace and justice prevail. 
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 In Islam, Peace is not just a situation where there is no War. Islam is always a religion 

of tolerance and moderation. Islam is against aggression. There is no place of compulsion 

in Islam when it comes to spreading itself or even without it. In Islam, war is thought to 

be a heinous practice that is permissible when necessary. It depends on the results. 

Muslims are ordered and shrine from war if it does not bring positive results. Islam does 

not allow anyone in the war to kill old people, women and children. In addition to this, 

Muslims are not allowed to cut trees and burn crops during the War. This thing can be 

supported by a very good example from the holy life of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). He 

dug a trench even in “Jang-e-Khandaq” to keep the enemies away and in this way; he 

avoided participating in protection war (Qutb, 1998). 

 

4. ISLAM IS NOT RELIGION OF EXTREMISM,  

TERRORISM, AND VIOLENCE: 
 

 Islam censures fanaticism, psychological oppression and brutality and Islam entirely 

detests suicide assaults on pure people groups independent from any religion. However, 

with respect to what a few people do in regards to exercises of suicide, binds explosives 

to them and after that moving toward non-Muslims and exploding them among them, at 

that point this is an instance of suicide and Allah's shelter is looked for. So whoever 

submits suicide then he will be considered unceasingly to Hell-Fire, staying there 

everlastingly, as happens in the hadith of the Prophet, (PBUM):  

“Furthermore, whoever murders himself with an iron weapon, at that point the iron 

weapon will stay in his grasp, and he will consistently cut himself in his gut with it in 

the Fire of Hell unceasingly, always” (Bukhari, 2001). 
 

 On the off chance that a man confers suicide with any expectation of getting to be a 

saint then it is his confusion in light of the fact that in Islam it is sternly taboo to take any 

honest life. If there should be an occurrence of suicide impact inside seconds numerous 

lives move toward becoming a casualty of hard demonstration of aggressors. Numerous 

children, fathers, and siblings who might be just wellspring of family procuring lose their 

lives. Their bodies deformed to the degree that they end up unidentifiable in such suicide 

impacts. The Quran includes:  

“Also, whoever murders an adherent deliberately, his reward is Hell to tolerate in 

that, and the Wrath and the Curse of Allah have arrived, and an awesome discipline 

is set up for him” (Quran, 04:93). 
 

 Regularly a man being loathed and find just solvation in blowing himself and to 

render retribution from kindred creatures too. He ends up fretful and goes towards the 

appalling pathway as opposed to being mollified and a while later be remunerated by 

Allah Almighty. Islam is the religion of control and Allah states in the Holy Quran as 

takes after;  

“We made you be a network of the center way, so that (with the case of your lives) 

you may take the stand concerning reality before all humanity” (Quran, 02:143).  
 

 Obligations of humanity have been shown as; “Let there emerge From among you a 

band of individuals who welcome to uprightness, and urge great and deny underhanded.” 

Kindness and delicate treatment towards entire mankind are the fundamental instructing 
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of Islam and Prophet (PBUH) had set up a handy model of this demeanor that prevailed 

upon the hearts of non-Muslims by considerate his treatment (Quran, 03:104). 

 

5. THE CONCEPT OF HOLY WAR IN ISLAM 
 

 The concept of “Holy War” is not found in Islam and in case an Islamic nation is safe 

and secure, war isn't reasonable. Along these lines, it isn't authentic to utter war against 

any individuals just based on their doubtful there is no impulse in Islam. Thus, to discuss 

battling or discord is totally in opposition to the essential soul of a religion that urges 

arrangements and compromise, in peace, as well as during the war. Gulen trusts that few 

despicable individuals, gatherings or fear monger associations compel unmindful 

individuals who don't have the foggiest idea about the genuine criteria of religion and 

those who follow up on feelings, pettiness and control them for their evil purposes. In 

reality, a few people of Muslim nations are not direct Muslims with an adjusted state of 

mind and adequate learning of their sources. Therefore, he resists that it isn't insightful to 

accuse the opposite side of the Western before perceiving the issues inside Muslim social 

orders. In such a manner, he contends that on the off chance that one needs solid 

information alongside resilience, the valiance can lead those ignorant individuals to such 

madness and psychological oppressor acts that it won't be conceivable to improve the 

slip-ups they make. He expresses that no time of Islam saw the like of contemporary 

horrors, conferred alleged for the sake of religion by submitting suicide assaults, bringing 

about mass killings of ladies, elderly, youngsters, and all (Gulen, 2013). He seriously 

denounces fear-based oppressor individuals who utilize vehicles stacked and kill guiltless 

individuals for the sake of Islam. In his view, this is totally opposite the message by 

Qur’an and the treaty of Prophet and such occasions genuinely humiliates and laments 

Muslims. He keeps up that Muslims should dependably act consistency with the 

standards of Islam, regardless of what the conditions are and always remember that legal 

closures should just be looked for through legal means (Gulen, 2013). Killing honest 

individuals is a major sin according to Islam, along these lines, Imam Abu Hanīfa (669-

767 CE), decided that it isn't legitimate to walk upon a gathering of individuals if their 

goal isn't known (Almarghinani, 2007). 
 

 Gulen contends that Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was a personality of peace and 

affection and his main goal was to convey the confidence as he had been charged by 

Allah, in this manner, he went to the most coldblooded nonbelievers ordinarily without 

showing any bitterness. He needed all individuals ought to have the capacity to feel 

heaven in their souls by welcoming them to the confidence; “pronounce there is no 

divinity yet God and be saved” (Ibn e Kasir, 2003). 
 

 In a request to help his contention, Gulen notices the success of Makkah by the 

Prophet (PBUH) and his demeanor to his adversaries. Individuals of Makkah oppressed 

Muslims and killed a few however now they were beaten and in fear. In any case, the 

Prophet (PBUH) accumulated them and tended to them as takes after; “I say to you as 

Joseph (Prophet) once said to his siblings. There is no fault for the activities that you 

have performed previously. God will pardon you, as well. He is the Most Merciful of the 

Merciful. Go, you are all free” (Iraqi, 2011). He pardoned them every even they were 

bitterest adversaries and did not constrain them to acknowledge Islam. He cleared out 

them allowed to pick whichever they could accept. Some other time, he raised hands to 
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petition God for the individuals who stoned him, broke his teeth, injured his cheek, and 

made his head be shrouded in blood: “My God, allow the direction to my kin, for they 

don't know!” (Qazi, 1972). When we look at the perceptive demonstrations of ISIS, 

obviously there is no association or closeness between their unpleasant violations and the 

respectable demonstration of the Prophet. Accordingly, the fear-based oppressor bunches 

who utilize Islamic ideas, for example, Jihad to pull in youthful personalities fiddle 

individuals and darken the brilliant face of Islam.  
 

 Keeping in mind the end goal to stop their hallucinations, there is a certain 

requirement for a genuine pioneer who can satisfy the expectation and desires of people, 

gatherings of supporters and networks while regarding the devotees of different beliefs, 

individuals of assorted societies and ethnic backgrounds (Recep, 2014). In such a 

manner, Gulen and his adherents demonstrated striking inventiveness and activism 

concerning interfaith discourse in world governmental issues, setting up more than fifty 

interfaith focuses in the USA alone (Kayaoglu, 2012). According to Gulen, Islam, 

Christianity, Judaism and even Hinduism acknowledge a similar perfect hotspot for their 

selves, and with the non-theistic beliefs, for example, Buddhism strives the same goal 

(Gülen, 2000). 

 

6. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 The following recommendations are very necessary to handle the issue of extremism, 

terrorism, and sectarianism in the 21st century. 
 

1. It is the obligations of unmistakable Muslim Scholars to eradicate Westerner 

misinterpretations about Islam on need premise and just profoundly qualified 

Muslim researchers have an idea to clarify Islam. 

2. Muslims must work on as per genuine lessons of Islam and ought to evade from 

extremism and sectarianism. 

3.  Radicalism, narrow-mindedness, and brutality are standards of skeptical and 

improper acts in this way there must be no incentive for these on part of Muslims. 

4. Against dread, laws must be actualized in a genuine sense. All dread exercises are 

to be rebuffed with the due procedure of law. 

5.  Common military participation must be upgraded in respect of handling 

psychological warfare and agreement arranged approach be embraced in making 

strategies and before taking any choice with the goal that no security dangers get 

rose up out of the tyranny of either thoughtful or military circle. 

6. A 3D strategy that is Dialog, Development and finally resorts Deterrence be 

received and political polarization must be put down and all groups need to 

dishearten militancy in every single shape and way. 

7. Sectarianism and fundamentalism must be annihilated to develop structure as 

indicated by nearby individuals esteem framework, in light of the fact that sudden 

turn of circumstance can't end in positive objectives. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

 Islam is the religion of peace and agreement. Its lessons of resistance, uniformity, and 

love are all-inclusive. There is no space for fanaticism, psychological warfare and 
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viciousness in Islam. The boundless wrong understanding of Islamic lessons and 

confusions about Islam ought to be overwhelmed. The supposed Islamic developments 

which are associated with total, psychological warfare and viciousness on the name of 

Islam ought to be prohibited to secure individual and society from extremism, terrorism 

and sectarianism. The state should actualize writ of the state in all territories of Pakistan 

and ignitable standards ought to be checked properly. And the arrangements of the state 

ought to be for general welfare with the goal that grievances against the state won't bring 

about frenzy.  
 

 The broad communications and print media have assumed a negative part of Islam 

because of the ignorance of the media specialists about Islam. The Muslim media 

laborers are additionally dependable to extend Islam as offering support to psychological 

oppression because of poor information about Islam. The genuine Muslim is accepted to 

have a great routine with regards to Islam in the entire circle of viable life. Islam is a 

down to earth religion and does not advance the man’s frantic calculated considerations. 

Islam has incredible regard for the three awesome religions and furthermore for alternate 

religions and sacred texts. The caliphate time frame demonstrates an awesome case of 

resilience and agreement to issue of stipends from Baitul-mal for the repairing of love 

spots of different religions.  
 

 The study provides a tangible solution to the challenges of the conflicts around the 

globe regarding extremism, terrorism, and sectarianism in the 21st century. The Muslim 

Ummah needs to highlight the multiple Islamic approaches to protect individuals and 

society from extremism, terrorism, and sectarianism in this contemporary era.  
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